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Background
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• Dust explosion threats the industries which deal with combustible powders, 
e.g. pellets, food, metal and so on;

• National and global statistics, e.g. Swedish working environment authority, and 
Combustible Dust Incident Report by DustSafetyScience;

• “Dark figure” - unreported incidents;

• Once per week instead of once per month (Nessvi and Persson 2019);

• One seventh incidents were reported in Germany from 1965 – 1985 
(Eckhoff 2003, Yuan 2015);

• One dust explosion per day (Proust 2006).



Project status

• A model of dust explosion has been implemented into OpenFOAM

• Implementation has been verified against analytical solutions

• Model and implementation have been validated against Leeds fan-stirred

explosion vessel experiments for corn starch. (Huang et al. 2020)

• To apply the model and code to simulate large-scale industrial dust 

explosions
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Huang, C.; Lipatnikov, A. N.; Nessvi, K., Journal of Loss Prevention in the Process Industries 2020, 67, 104237.



Method

• Dust explosion resembles a gas explosion for fine dust particles and high 
volatile content (Bradley et al. 1988, 1989).

• Flame Speed Closure model focusing on flame propagation in a turbulent 
premixed flame
• FSC model was quantitatively tested for laboratory gaseous turbulent 

premixed flames from different groups with different conditions 
(Lipatnikov 2002).

Lipatnikov, A.; Chomiak, J., Progress in energy and combustion science 2002, 28 (1), 1-74.
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Method

Flame Speed Closure (FSC) Model
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Thermophysical properties of corn starch dust

• Corn flour and corn starch
• Chemical formula, C6H7.88O4.98

• The standard heat of formation
• Specific heat capacity
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Laminar burning velocity of corn starch dust

• Leeds data from Bradley
• Leeds data from Sattar
• Dahoe
• Gexcon
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Laminar burning velocity of corn starch dust
A comparison



Dust properties play role (Huang et al. 2019)
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(a) Correlation between Pmax and D50 (b) Correlation between KSt and D50.

Fig. 6. Correlation between dust explosion characteristics and D50 for 49 wood dust samples from 

literature [9-17] and this work. Symbol size corresponds to D50 of dust samples, whereas symbol 

color corresponds to the moisture content. White bubbles indicate missing information about 

moisture content. Current results are shown as diamond symbols.

Huang C., D. G. J., Nessvi K., Lönnermark A., Persson H., the 9th International Seminar on Fire and 

Explosion Hazards, St. Petersburg, 21-26, April; St. Petersburg, 2019; pp 366-375.
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Vented corn flour dust explosion from Rembe
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Vented corn flour dust explosion from Rembe



Sensitivity study of other parameters
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Sensitivity coefficients on different input parameters on the computed 

flame arrival time at the vent opening based on ҧ𝑐=0.1 and 

ҧ𝑐=0.5.𝑢′=0.5 m/s, 𝐿=0.1 m, 𝐶𝑜=0.1, a whole domain with 2.5 million 

mesh with a stoichiometric methane-air mixture in the vessel.



Comparison with experimental data
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Conclusions

• Model for vented corn starch explosion was setup with the first 

result of calculated explosion overpressure being in good agreement 

with measure one before the rupture of the vent panel.
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Future work

• continue the simulation of vented explosion for Rembe explosion 

vessel with a focus on the period after the rupture of the vent panel. 

• One more industrial case will be simulated provided with the 

availability of experimental data.
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